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Abstract
Subclass characteristics on bullets may mislead firearm examiners when they rely on
traditional 2D images. In order to provide indelible examples for training and help avoid
identification errors, 3D topography surface maps and statistical methods of pattern
recognition are applied to toolmarks on bullets containing known subclass characteristics.
This research was conducted by collecting 3D topography surface map data from land
engraved areas of bullets fired through known barrels. This data was processed and used
to train the statistical algorithms to predict their origin. The results from the algorithm are
compared with the “right answers” (i.e. correct IDs) of the bullets in order to examine
how well computational methods can work if subclass is present.
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Introduction
1. Scope
When two objects make contact with each other, the harder object might leave imprints on
the surface of the softer object. These impressions are called toolmarks. Different factors
contribute to the features of toolmarks, such as the relative hardness of the two objects, the
pressure and movement, and the nature of the microscopic irregularities on the tool. Generally,
firearms examiners compare toolmarks from unknown evidence with known items. For example,
when a bullet passes through the gun's barrel, the rifling patterns will be engraved into the bullet.
This mark can be compared to the same kind of toolmarks fired from known guns. Then, by
analyzing class characteristics, subclass characteristics, and individual characteristics, the
examiners attempt to identify the source of the evidence (Petraco et al., 2012).
Databases of 2D images of test-fired bullets and cartridge cases have been used for some
time to aid in solving crimes. However, actual 3D surfaces that physically represent the 2D
images alone can offer complementary or additional information. These 3D surfaces or “surface
maps” produce more detailed comparison data than the traditional two-dimensional images that
are used to match bullets. In addition, the supporting statistical methods for 3D topography
databases can help estimate the uncertainty when matching ballistic and other types of forensic
pattern evidence. For these reasons, the field of forensic firearms identification is starting to
make the transition to 3D. However, there is relatively little accumulated three-dimensional
topography data. Also as diverse databases are build up via ongoing research, they should also be
freely open-accessible. This enables them to be used broadly, and increases the diversity of
methods that can be applied to analyze what they contain. This thesis will contribute a set of 3D
toolmarks known as land engraved areas (LEAs) which are known to contain subclass
characteristics. Subclass characteristics are seemingly individual looking toolmarks that are
none-the-less common to toolmarks made by different tools. For this reason, the presence of
subclass characteristics can hinder the identification process and cause errors in conclusions of
“IDs” (identifications). It is important to have a public, high quality 3D data set containing
subclass characteristics, which can serve as both as a set of examples of what “subclass” can
actually look like, and to test new identification algorithms. The bullets which contain the LEAs
for this thesis are from a set created by Steven Norris, formerly of the Wyoming State Forensic
lab and contributed by Steven Deady of the New Jersey State Police. We dub this the Deady-
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Norris set, and will contribute it to the growing National Institute of Standards and Technology
(NIST) public database: https://tsapps.nist.gov/NRBTD.
For this project we will use 3D Focus variation microscopy to record the LEAs from a set
of bullets fired through barrels notorious for leaving sub-class characteristics. Sub-class
characteristics are produced during the manufacturing process. Because they are not as specific
as the class and the individual characteristics, it’s not easy to distinguish the sub-class
characteristics between these two extreme characteristics. Furthermore, no such data set yet
exists which is publically available.
The importance of having such a dataset is that it should be challenging for statistical
discrimination algorithms. A good test of such algorithms would be how well they perform on a
test which is known to contain sub-class characteristics. If they perform well, they should
separate into disjoint groups. Initial codes for the analysis of the data collected here have been
developed. They are applied to the known sets with standard LEAs. Uncertainty estimates for
matches are then estimated.
2. Toolmarks
Land Engraved Area (LEA)
In order to stabilize the flight of fired bullets, there is a design feature in a gun barrel called
rifling which exists in a gun barrel. This construction helps bullets spin so that they are more
stable in their trajectories. Generally, rifling is composed of several numbers of lands and
grooves with right-hand or left-hand twists. Lands are raised areas between two deep grooves.
Furthermore, rifling may vary from different manufactures (e.g., Colt likes to use left-hand twist
while Smith & Wesson prefers right-hand twist), and also have different striations (or striae)
patterns on the lands and grooves because tools used to make rifling are worn away at every
manufacturing process. To be more specific, each barrel’s rifling is (in theory, and has always
been observed) individual. The unique rifling (lands and grooves) will engrave on the bullet
when it passed through the barrel.
The impressions caused by the lands of rifling are the land engraved areas. They are
important evidence for firearm examiners because these patterns are parallel to the rifling of gun
barrels. If there is a gun involved in a crime, firearm examiners will perform test fires from that
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gun and then compare the unknown bullet from the crime scene with the known bullet from the
test fires. This allows them to subjectively (but robustly) reason if the impressions on the known
bullet and unknown bullet are consistent or not.
There are other methods firearms examiners commonly use to analyze striations. For
example, they conduct the examination with a comparison microscope and CCD cameras. This
instrument allows examiners to compare the striations of two bullets at the same time. For more
current technology, the confocal microscope, 3D stylus surface profiler, and interferometric
microscope can access 3D surface topography images instead of traditional 2D images. In this
research, the focus variation focus microscope was used to gain the 3D topography maps.
Types of Characteristics and Consecutive Matching Striae (CMS)
The features used to approach an identification of bullets are categorized into three
categories of characteristics. They are class characteristics, individual characteristics, and
subclass characteristics. Class characteristics can narrow down a group of bullets into the only
possible candidates. The way class characteristics separate the original bullets and eliminate the
unlikely ones is based on the following caliber and rifling specifications (Giannelli,
Imwinkelried, and Peterson, 2011): (1) the land and groove diameters, (2) the direction of rifling
(left or right twist), (3) the number of lands and grooves, (4) the width of the lands and grooves,
and (5) the degree of the rifling twist.
Individual characteristics are more exceptional properties that are contributed by unique
striations on LEAs than class characteristics. This uniqueness is not only caused by specific
rifling, Giannelli et al. (2011) pointed out the subsequent use of the firearm adds further
individual imperfections. For example, mechanical action caused by the friction of bullets passing
through the barrel of the firearm produces accidental imperfections. Similarly, chemical action
caused by moisture, as well as primer and propellant chemicals, produce other imperfections.
These conditions arise specifically within the striations. In other words, individual characteristics
are like “fingerprints” of guns. When firearm examiners do comparisons with bullets, they
attempt to align striations (see figure 2-1). If the striations from two bullets can align with each
other well, they are more likely from the same barrel than bullets that do not have consecutive
striations.
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Figure 2-1. A match of LEAs between two known bullets from K1 on 4X.

However, there is a particular group of characteristics caused by the manufacturing process
or defects of tools. This type of characteristic can not be distinguished or categorized by only
class and individual characteristics. Therefore, the Association of Firearm and Tool Mark
Examiners (AFTE) developed a theory of toolmark identification and a range of basic
conclusions that could be reached from comparison of toolmark evidence, which is described in
Appendix I (National Research Council, 2008).
Subsequently, a new term, subclass characteristics, started to be used and was defined as
follows: subclass characteristics are discernible surface features that are more restrictive than
class characteristics in that they are: (1) produced incidental to manufacture, (2) relate to a
smaller group source (a subset to which they belong), and (3) can arise from a source that
changes over time. The AFTE states that caution should be exercised in distinguishing subclass
characteristics from class characteristics.
Firearms examiners need to have sufficient agreement to make objective decisions –
identification, exclusive (elimination), inclusive, and unsuitable, based on the theory of toolmark
identification and a range of basic conclusions from AFTE. In order to have enough significance
to distinguish the sources of two bullets and thus address the problems introduced by subclass
characteristics, i.e. examiners mistaking two non-match bullets were fired from the same barrel,
firearms examiners are encouraged to meet as many of the above criteria as possible.
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Furthermore, consecutive matching striae (CMS) can also be applied in identification of
toolmarks. A quantitative method based on finding a specified number of consecutive matching
striation patterns for pairs of bullets was first proposed in a paper written by Al Biasotti and
published in the Journal of Forensic Sciences in 1959. In 1997, Biasotti and Murdock published a
more developed theory of conservative quantitative criteria for identification based on CMS
(Dillon, n.d.):

“In three dimensional toolmarks when at least two different groups of at least three
consecutive matching striae appear in the same relative position, or one group of six consecutive
matching striae are in agreement in an evidence toolmark compared to a test toolmark. In two
dimensional toolmarks when at least two groups of at least five consecutive matching striae
appear in the same relative position, or one group of eight consecutive matching striae are in
agreement in an evidence toolmark. For these criteria to apply, however, the possibility of
subclass characteristics must be ruled out.”

This technique has been accepted for identification of toolmarks and firearms by forensic
examiners, however, it is still challenged whether it could lead to an objective decision due to
lack of extensive statistical support.

The identification of two bullets with the two dimensional CMS criteria is showed in figure
2-2. These two pictures are the same but the left one only indicated the pattern match.
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Figure 2-2. Identification of two LEAs on 80X. Adapted from: Deady. (2016).

Subclass characteristics were found in the lower magnification range between two bullets
(see figure 2-3). These two known bullets (one was fired from barrel 2, the other was from barrel
4; there were a total of ten barrels) fired from two different guns and looked to match at 6X due
to the subclass agreement. Whereas, when these two LEAs were observed on 80X (see figure 24), it became clear that they were not a match to the same barrel.
As a result, Deady’s QCMS study with known and unknown bullets fired from different
Ruger LC9 pistols, showed that the 2D QCMS method, using the full magnification range, can be
used to eliminate the subclass characteristics problem visually when making an identification
(Deady, 2016). The question is now, how will the subclass problem affect automated computed
matching of the LEAs?

7

Figure 2-3. Subclass between two bullets from different barrels on 6X.
Adapted from: Deady. (2016).

Figure 2-4. Subclass between two bullets from different barrels on 80X.
Adapted from: Deady. (2016).
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Material and Methods
3. R program and Open database Sources
R is a language that provides an environment to do statistical calculations, analysis, and
graphics. In this research, the scripts used to compute and analyze are from Petraco et al. (2018)
and NIST. These codes implement or exploit the algorithms of the principal component analysis
(PCA), support vector machine (SVM), cross correlation function (CCF), Biasotti-Murdock
features extraction, alignment, generation of simulated replicates, cross validation (Hold-One-Out
and Bootstrapping), and empirical Bayes statistical analysis (false discovery rate and true
discovery rate). In brief, all the data (LEA surfaces) are loaded into R. Then, R will run the
machine learning regime composed of the scripts listed above to do computations and analysis. In
the end, the original data is transformed into (posterior) probabilities. Importantly, the R scripts
used to read specific 3D topography data format, x3p, can be accessed:
https://tsapps.nist.gov/NRBTD/Home/DataFormat
As mentioned above, the data from this research will be contributed to the NIST Ballistics
Toolmark Research Database (NBTRD). NBTRD is an open-access research database of
toolmarks on bullets and cartridge cases. The purpose of this database is to cultivate validation of
measurement methods, algorithms, metrics, and quantitative confidence limits for objective
firearm identification. In addition, it can improve the scientific knowledge based on the similarity
of marks from different firearms and the variability of marks from the same firearm, and simplify
the transition to the application of 3D surface topography data in firearms identification.
Ultimately, this database will store varied and challenging ballistic toolmarks which can then be
applied to developing new approached. (Soons, Thompson, and Zheng, 2016). The data set
collected for this thesis represents one of the first truly challenging data sets.
4. Three Dimensions Topography Maps and Image Processing
Fired Bullets Processed
In this study, a known bullet set is used for the comparisons and statistical analysis: 9 mm
cartridges were fired from different known Ruger gun barrels which contain subclass imparting
characteristics. The bullets were fired by Steven Norris of the Wyoming State Crime Laboratory
and were collected for analysis by the officer Stephen Deady of the New Jersey state police.
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There were ten set of bullets from different guns used to record data for the database. All of the
sets were marked from K1 to K10. Every set has two bullets which were fired from the same
barrel. The total number of the bullets are twenty. An Alicona Infinite Focus 3D microscope was
used to collect all data. The parameters for the microscope are as following: (1) 50X
magnification; (2) 85nm lateral resolution; (3) 2.13μm vertical resolution. Alicona measurement
software and custom R language software was used for all the computational and analysis steps.
Focus Variation Microscope
Traditional 2D images have potential to be varied when the light and shadows are involved.
That is to say, different intensity or incident angles of illumination will change appearances of
traditional 2D images. As a result, examiners may get confused or make mistakes while
conducting their examination. However, this situation can be improved by three-dimensional
measurement because 3D surfaces are independent of lighting conditions. Also, 3D data,
compared with traditional 2D images, has one more dimension to offer. The physical z-height of
the pattern.
In this study, the Alicona Infinite Focus 3D microscope (see figure 4-1) is used to access 3D
topography maps. Below we briefly introduce focus variation 3D microscopy along with the
requisite pre-processing for data collected.
Different from other 3D measurement instruments, the focus variation microscope keeps
looking for the best focus position of an optical element pointing to a sample at different heights.
By repeating this process in many lateral positions, a depth map of the sample will be obtained.
To elaborate how typical focus variation instruments measure focus and data, figure 4-2 shows a
diagram. When the white light reaches the surface of the sample, it will be reflected, and partially
pass through the semi-transparent mirror. Then, the reflectivity of the sample from different
directions is detected by the charge-coupled device (CCD). The reflected light is collected by the
CCD in varied degrees based on the relative distance between the vertical position and the
objective lens.
In the next step, in order to find out the best focus of the sample at each lateral and vertical
position, the sample is moved up and down with respect to the objective lens. Then, the CCD
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detector will measure the contrasts and find out the “biggest” one in this moving process via
calculating standard deviations of gray values between a small region and its surrounding area.
Table A (see appendix ii) explains the connection between the conditions of focus, contrasts,
and standard deviations. If the standard deviation is low, it means this particular small region
does not have sufficient differences between its neighbors, so it is not in focus. On the contrary, if
the standard deviation is high enough, the surface is in focus (Helmli, 2011, p. 134).

Figure 4-1. Alicona Infinite Focus Variation 3D microscope at John Jay College
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Figure 4-2. Schematic diagram of focus variation instruments.
Adapted from Piano, Su, & Leach. (2017).

Next, the values of focus will be calculated with the particular height z ranges and area (x, y)
to access the focus curve F (see figure 4-3). The peak of the curve F indicates where the best
focus is. In order to approach this point, there are three ways can be carried out: (1) maximum
point, (2) polynomial curve fitting, and (3) point spread function curve fitting (Helmli, 2011).
After collecting the 3D data from the maximum focus at all lateral positions, a depth map
will be formed (see figure 4-4).
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Figure 4-3. Focus curve F. Adapted from Helmli (2011, p. 135).

Figure 4-4. 3D measurement of K6 LEA by focus variation method.

However, if the focus is not calculated or applied optimally, the insufficient data points will
be removed in the post-processing step. Then, gaps will appear on the depth map to replace the
deleted depth values. In order to fix these holes, a filling algorithm will access the height
information of the nearest valid adjacent areas. Typically, the points at the border polygon around
the hole are used in combination with a spline or NURBS interpolation (Helmli, 2011).
Polynomial Surface Fit and Removal
After obtaining the raw data maps, there is still some information not intrinsic to the data
(i.e. noise and unwanted forms). The process of removing this involves polynomial surface
fitting. This not only eases the analysis, but also eliminates the gross information of class
characteristics. Figure 4-5 is an example for removal form from the surface fit. The gray curve in
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the upper diagram shows the profile is tilted to a certain direction; the blue curve in the lower
diagram is the removal form from a least squares line.
For the correction of LEAs, the underlying surface warp has to be deleted from all striations
patterns before following the steps of statistical processing. Using too high order of polynomial
fits is dangerous because it might lead to overfitting the data. After testing several orders of
polynomial fits, the third order polynomial fit was used to remove all forms in all of the striations
patterns. We found this to be the minimal degree of freedom to remove a majority of gross
surface warp across all striations patterns in concordance with Petraco (Petraco et al., 2012).
Figure 4-6 demonstrates the surfaces before and after conducting the third order polynomial
fit.

Figure 4-5. Schematic diagram for the before and after fitting
Adapted from: http://digitalmetrology.com/3-steps-understanding-surface-texture/

Gaussian Filters
The Gaussian filter, which is suggested in ASME and ISO standards, is applied in the field
of surface texture metrology. The main reason for the filtration is to separate the long wavelength
components from the short wavelength components (after form has been removed) to obtain the
characteristics signature for analysis (“Filtration Techniques for Surface Texture,” n.d.). That is
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to say, after a high frequency filter is applied, the long wavelength curvature is subtracted from
the primary profile.
This project used the Mountains Map program to select the appropriate wavelength as the
cut-off and run the filtering process. Figure 4-6 is the surface map prior to filtering. For the high
frequency filter, the cut-off wavelength is 100 micrometers (see figure 4-7). Then, the low pass
frequency filter (cut-off wavelength is 5 micrometers in this study) will be applied to the residual
components since noise may exist (e.g. spikes in the maps). Figure 4-8 is an example of the noise.
The difference between the processes of the high pass filter and the low pass filter in this study is
that the former one keeps the data with the higher frequency and the latter one throws out the data
with the higher frequency. After finishing the filtrations, further computations and analysis will
be conducted with these “refined” (i.e pre-processed) surface data (see figure 4-9).

Figure 4-6. LEA before filtering.
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Figure 4-7. LEA excluded the low frequency “curvature” after high pass filter.

Figure 4-8. The high frequency noise – spike.

Figure 4-9. Refined LEA.

Mean Profile
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The 3D data acquired from the microscope are accumulated in many layers. Layers may be
decomposed and averaged in characteristic directions such that the patterns can be more
succinctly represented. Patterns averaged down the direction of the striation pattern can be taken
as profiles, compactly expressing the 3D data maps. Each profile is characteristic, and accounted
into a specific mark for identification. However, it is not enough to represent the whole 3D
surface map due to one tool with only one profile. More discriminatory information can be
extracted from each profile making it more ideal for statistical processing. In summary, further
feature extraction was performed along with simulation of the mean profiles to generate a bigger
data set.
Registration (Alignment)
Since the mean profiles do not have the same start and ending, it is crucial to register each
mean profile first before processing them as multivariate feature vectors or simulating more of
them (Petraco et al., 2012). First, the longest mean profile in each data set is selected and taken as
the “anchor” (Petraco et al., 2012). Second, the remaining ones will compare with the anchor
profile based on the cross-correlation function (CCF, see equation 4-1, adapted from Zalewski,
2015) to get the values of CCF with respect to the displacements. Then, the registration could be
performed by shifting the remaining mean profile with a certain lag to reach the maximum CCF.

Cross-correlation function:

∑𝑖(𝑥(𝑖)−𝑚𝑥)(𝑦(𝑖−𝑑)−𝑚𝑦)
√∑𝑖(𝑥(𝑖)−𝑚𝑥)2 ∑𝑖(𝑦(𝑖−𝑑)−𝑚𝑦)2

(equation 4-1)

The variables x and y represent two different profiles (signatures) that being compared
(Bourke 1996 as cited in Zalewski 2015). The term (mx) and (my) represent the mean values of x
signature and y signature, respectively. The variable d represents “delays” or “lags” in the
signature (Bourke 1996 as cited in Zalewski 2015). The variances of x and y are used to
normalize the values to have a standard deviation one (León, 2006). Basically, this function is
used to measure the distance between two signatures (Thompson 2015 as cited in Zalewski
2015). In the equation 4-1, i is the lag which is the shift distance needed in each alignment to the
anchor. Its value is found at the maximum of 4-1.
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5. Simulated Replicates
In order to have sufficient data to perform and support the statistical analysis, the generation
of simulated data is necessary for this research due to the relatively small amount of samples.
Generally, an image is composed of a grid (matrix) of grey level numbers in the surface or
profile. By applying mathematical decomposition methods to images one can bring out effects
that can be easily simulated which can then be used to make new images. In this study, the
discrete wavelet transform (DWT) is applied to the mean profiles of LEAs with multiresolution
analysis (MRA) to decompose and recompose a profile. More specifically, profiles are
decomposed and classified into different levels (or “frequency bands”) of wavelet coefficients.
Extreme left and right boundary coefficients are noisy from the highest detailed levels. Effects
from these levels are later excluded from the simulated profiles (Petraco et al., 2012). Also since
we only have 2 known bullets in each known set, the algorithms used to classify and fit the
probability model cannot not work reliably. After gathering the wavelet coefficients from the two
real profiles, new ones were simulated and used in an inverse discrete wavelet transform to
“reconstruct” of profiles that could have been generated by the same tool. In other words, new
simulated replicates are generated.
Ideally, because there are 20 bullets from 10 different barrels (K1 to K10), there were
supposed to be 120 LEAs in total. However, since the striations patterns on some of the LEAs
were not very reproducible, some of the knowns were eliminated from further analysis. These
were the K2, K3, K4 sets. As a result, we ultimately studied 35 LEAs and simulated 25 new LEA
profiles from the two real profiles obtained per LEA.
6. Feature Extraction
Biasotti-Murdock Pattern
Figure 6-1 is Biasotti-Murdock feature generation from all the 910 LEA patterns generated
yielded a 2347-dimensional feature set with respect to the 35 reference profile dictionary. That is
the x-axis in figure 6-1 is 2347 extraction feature points made up of comparisons to the lines of
the 35 LEAs (chapters) from bullet 1 in K1, and K5 to K10. The y-axis consists of 25 simulated
samples and 1 real sample from each LEA (35 in total) giving a y-axis length in figure 6-1 or 910.
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The resulting 910 by 2347 data matrix appears in figure 6-1.

Figure 6-1. Biasotti-Murdock feature space for K1, K5-10. It has 910 rows (LEA exemplars) and
2347 columns (features).

Before a Biasotti-Murdock feature set is determined for an LEA, it is maximally aligned to
each reference profile in the dictionary using CCF. To be more specific, the profile will move +/1,500 units1 with respect to each chapter and the position of maximum similarity is determined.
When the profile is “aligned” with the chapter, they are compared with each chapter line, piece
by piece, to obtain the values of how similar they are based on four similarity metrics. They are
the usual cross correlation function, dynamic time warping distance, Euclidean distance and linepoint count. The areas not in the alignment are given a value of zero. Then, weighted averages of
all line similarity values are calculated producing a Biasotti-Murdock feature vector. This
procedure is repeated until all of the 910 profiles are analyzed producing figure 6-1.

1

One unit is about 1.5 to 2 micrometer
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This step not only produces a feature set but also a qualitative picture as to how distinctive
each LEAs is compared to the others in the dictionary based on the distribution of yellow pixels
in figure 6-1. In other words, the original profiles have been reduced into informative and lessredundant though very discriminative values.
Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
Instead of directly analyzing the data across multivariate variables, principal component
analysis (PCA) can help select the most important variables as measured by their variance. PCA
can thus be used as a dimension-reduction matrix transformation that can reduce a large group of
variables to a smaller one but still includes most of the information (“Introduction to Principal
Components and Factor Analysis”, n.d.).
The number of PCs is the number of samples or the number of variables per feature vector,
which is ever smaller. In this research, there are 910 samples (LEAs, real and simulated) in total.
Each sample consists of 2347 Biasotti-Murdock features, which are variables that weight the lineto-line similarity with respect to 35 reference chapters (reference toolmark profiles), PCA finds
an optimal linear combination of all 2347 features across the 910 toolmarks to best represent the
data set in a set of new variables ordered by their variance. The variances are the eigenvalues of
the covariance matrix, while the new variables themselves are the eigenvectors. This procedure
provides an easy way to distill multivariate data. Next, after all the PCs and their eigenvalues
(variances) are calculated, a scree plot can be created to illustrate the proportion of information
each PC contributed to the original data set (see figure 6-2). With the scree plot, we can pick out
“the most important” PCs (dimensions) to do the statistical analysis with. To summarize, when
the information is more important, the variance is higher.
In this study, because the original dataset is too large to conduct estimated error rates with
HOO-CV2, we choose the first 134 PCs which contains at least 50% variance. The identification
error rate on the data set projected down to 134D (from 2347D) was only about 0.55%, which
shows these 134 PCs are good enough a representation of the original data set to continue with.

2

HOO-CV will be explained in the cross validation section
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Figure 6-2. Scree plot from 910 PCs, this only describes the first ten chosen PCs.

7. Machine learning
Support Vector Machine
While PCA can identify a reduced dimensional representation of the data set with can be
used for further analysis, it can not classify the data. Thus the next step, is to choose a suitable
classification algorithm to render IDs. For this study we chose the support vector machine
(SVM). The following is a brief introduction to how the SVM works with a simple linear model.
The SVM is a machine-learning algorithm that provides a method to segregate the multiclass
data by finding the maximum margin and hyperplane between two groups. Figure 7-1 shows that
the two shapes are separated due to the decision hyperplane.
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w

Figure 7-1. Linear SVM pattern. Adapted from: Du, Liu, & Xi. (2015).

In this case, we can simplify this hyperplane into a line3. This “decision boundary line” is set
up in a specific orientation and can be used to designate the maximum margin between the
boundaries of two groups. In the other words, the SVM finds a decision line as far away from
each group of data as possible.
The support vectors are the data points on the dotted lines in Figure 7-1. They are the factors
used to decide on the margin and also used to distinguish whether this data point belong to the
certain group or not. In order to perform this function, we could calculate the classification labels
for the data points. For example, the equation 7-1 is the simplified equation of the hyperplane:

0=𝑤∙𝑢+𝑏

(equation 7-1)

“w” is the defining vector of the hyperplane. “u” is the vector of offsets to uniquely define
the position of the plane. The classification labels for this simple case are +/- 1:

3

A projection of the hyperplane
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The boundary plane for the square shape: +1 = 𝑤 ∙ 𝑢 + 𝑏

(equation 7-2)

The boundary plane for the circle shape: −1 = 𝑤 ∙ 𝑢 + 𝑏

(equation 7-3)

The “1” means the ‖𝑤‖ is normalized. That is to say, if we make the data point “u” project
on “w” and add b we get:

(1)

if the value (classification) is equal or bigger than +1, that point is a square.

(2)

if the value (classification) is equal or smaller than -1, that point is a circle.

(3)

if the value (classification) is equal 0 the point is unclassifiable.

This is a simple example of how the SVM classifies the data. For more complicated data, a
non-linear SVM is applied. Before doing that, the data will be calculated with an appropriate
“kernel feature space” to enable the SVM to be able to find the fitting hyperplanes between
dataset in a non-linear space.
In this study only a linear kernel was used. It was noticed that after performing PCA, there
were distinct “clusters” of toolmarks from the same tools even in 3D PCA space. Thus there was
no need to twist data space into a non-linear form with a non-linear kernel. The SVM was used to
distinguish which sample cluster each toolmark fell into in 134D space and thus identify the
sample. This fitting procedure was done for all LEA samples in a training set of 315 toolmarks.
As a matter of note, the SVM makes the decisions with the one versus one method. For example,
the SVM will check the “unknown” from the boundary of group 1 and 2, group 1 and group 3,
group 1 and group 4, and so on. In the end, there will be a conclusion from each comparison, the
one with the highest number of votes is the ID.
Training, Validation, and Test Sets
The models used for the machine learning are training, validation and test sets.
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The training set is the actual data used to train the algorithms. The validation set is used to
evaluate the algorithms. So after the algorithms learn how to work from the training set, the
validation set gives the current model some adjustments of parameters. In other words, the
validation set updates the model to make it work better. Also, the validation data is different from
the training set.
Lastly, the test set is used for evaluating the overall fit of the model. It is only applied to the
fully-trained algorithms and is different data from training and validation sets (Shah, 2017).
Because the test set represents the (“fake”) unknown samples, it can give a sense of how well the
algorithm will perform on new data it has not been trained with.
8. Statistical Methods
Cross Validation
In order to check the models created from the training set, we need an independent set to
measure the estimated uncertainty in the ID process. Furthermore, since the training set can not
tell whether the models are performing well or not, we need an independent set to provide
assurance of the performance of the model. In other words, this independent set can be used to
check whether the models are underfitting or overfitting the data (Gupta, 2017). This technique is
important for the machine learning and called “cross validation”.
In this study, we use two cross validation methods. One of them is hold-one-out (HOOCV, also called leave-one-out), and the other one is bootstrapping. HOO-CV is a common
approach the test error rates. We use this method to estimate the ID error rates with only PCs
contributing to the first 50% of the data’s variance. The process for the HOO-CV is that we
remove one sample from 910 samples each time classify the held out sample and re-run the
process 910 times in total. To be clear, the first sample will be held out, then the SVM is trained
with the remaining (909) samples. This is the first run. In the second run, the second sample will
be held out and the SVM is trained with the remaining (909) samples. After training the SVM,
the held out samples are classified. The yielded an error rate of about 0.55%.
In order to acquire the additional information (p-values) and sufficient data from the
training set, we also used the bootstrap to resample our training set. The process for the
bootstrapping is that we select N patterns from the training set. Then, some of the data from that
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set will train the SVM how to distinguish patterns. Non match scores produced by the SVM are
harvested for each pattern that was not in the bootstrap set. Next, each pattern will randomly
contribute one of the non-match scores which will ultimately be used to approximate the null
distribution. After finishing one run, all the patterns are returned into the original dataset (training
set), which means every pattern has possibility to be selected more than one time. The process is
repeated 2000 times (2000 runs) to create the distribution of null scores (see figure 8-1).
Bayesian Statistics
For the following statistical analysis in this study, the definition of the null hypothesis (H0)
is the belief that the two known LEAs are not from the same barrel (non-match). Alternatively,
the non-null hypothesis (H1) is the belief that the two known LEAs share the same barrel (match).
Bayesian statistics was used to analyze the ID results of the SVM. The general definition of
Bayes theorem is as follows:

Posterior = Data × Prior

(equation 8-1)

In this study, according to Petraco et al. (2018), we can write Bayes theorem more precisely
in this way:

̂

−

𝑃 (𝑧|𝑠 )
̂
P(𝑠 − |𝑧) = 𝑓̂(𝑧) 𝑃̂(𝑠 − )

(equation 8-2)

Below is a brief introduction into how the empirical Bayes approach is applied to the
classification ID results. Readers who are interested in this topic can see the references (Petraco
et al., 2018) to get further information.
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̂(𝑠 − |𝑧) is the estimated probability of a “non-match” given the z-scores
In the equation 8-2, P
and is an update of the a priori probability of a “non-match”. 𝑃̂(𝑧|𝑠 − ) is the likelihood of the
non-match z-scores and 𝑓̂(𝑧) is the marginal likelihood of the data on the z scale.
Since we want to know the probability that two LEAs are from the same source, combining
with the null hypothesis and Efron’s empirical Bayes two groups framework model, the estimated
probability of items of evidence not coming from the same source with given z-scores is written
as:

𝑓 (𝑧)𝜋0
0 +𝑓1 (𝑧)𝜋1

Local false discovery rate: 𝑓𝑑𝑟(𝑧) = 𝑃(𝑧) = 𝑓 (𝑧)𝜋0
0

(equation 8-3)

In equation 8-3, f0 is the likelihood of the scores under the null hypothesis (null density); f1
is the likelihood of the scores under the non-null hypothesis (non-null density); 𝜋0 is prior null
probability, 𝑃(Null); 𝜋1 is prior non-null probability, 𝑃(Non Null). In order to utilize Efron’s
model of the false discovery rate in the R package (fdrID), there are some parameters we need to
gather first. Petraco et al. (2018) suggested a new way to approach the false discovery rate.
First, the null similarity scores are obtained from running the training set on the SVM with
the bootstrapping method4. The similarity scores represent the possibilities that the sample LEAs
are the same with certain reference LEAs. The null scores are located on the left side and the nonnull scores are on the right side (see figure 8-1).

4

Bootstrapping method is explained in the cross validation section
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Figure 8-1. Bootstrapped Platt Scores on the training set.

Bootstrapped non-null scores on the training set are not important for anything other than
visualization purposes. They are used to visually examine the separation of matches and nonmatches. Then, a distribution will be calculated to fit the histogram comprised of the null scores.
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Figure 8-2. (Left) the SN fit for the log null scores; (Right) the QQ plot.

Figure 8-2 shows that a fitting Skew-Normal distribution versus log standardized null
similarity scores. The QQ plot created automatically shows how good the distribution fit is. The
x-axis on the QQ plot are the quantiles from the blue curve distribution; the y-axis on the QQ plot
are the quantiles (with respect to the same proportions of the x-axis) from the histogram. If the
distribution fits the histogram well, the points are on the straight line. Therefore, the fit is
acceptable as can be seen by the QQ plot. There are the other forms of the distributions, and
diagnostics methods can be accessed in the fdrID R package (Petraco et al., 2018). This “density
fitting” step is needed to obtain p-values later in the process.
P-values are calculated with respect to the blue curve in figure 8-2 via integration, which is
shown in figure 8-3. The left diagram only represents the p-values from the null distribution. Null
p-values are uniform, which is also an indicator for the good distribution. The right diagram
combines the p-values from the null and non-null distributions. Since the area of the non-null
distribution is relatively small compared to the null distribution, the p-values from the non-null
distribution are small.
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Figure 8-3. (Left) p-values from the null scores; (Right) p-values from the all scores.

Then, the p-values are transformed into the z-values with a probit transformation (Petraco et
al., 2018):

z = ɸ−1 (p)

(equation 8-4)

The z-values are set into both positive and negative regions (see figure 8-4). The non-null zvalues occur in the area with z ≤ −1. On the other hand, the null z-values appear in the area with
z ≥ −1. In the next step, the calculation of the hierarchical Bayesian Poisson regression5 is
carried out in order to fit the z-values distribution (see figure 8-5). Once the regression is fit to the
z-value histogram, the parameters of the regression can be used to compute the 𝑓̂(z). All the
computational procedures are in the fdrID R packages, which are developed by Petraco et al.
(2018). Then, the corresponding f0 ,f1 , 𝜋0 , and 𝜋1 can be obtained from f̂(z). In other words,
Efron’s model of the local false discovery rate could be used to compute these parameters and

5

Readers who are interested in the processes of calculations can see the references (Petraco et
al., 2018).
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thus posterior probabilities.

Figure 8-4. The z-values of null and non-null samples.

Figure 8-5. The HPB regression (green line) for z-values.

False Discovery Rate (FDR) and True Discovery Rate (TDR)
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Once we get all the parameters for the fdr(z), which appear in equation 8-3, the posterior
(false discovery rate) can be generated (see figure 8-6). The red line and blue lines are the
boundaries that indicate 95% confidence from HBP. Between these two lines, is the uncertainty
in the probability that these two samples are not a “match”.

Figure 8-6. Local fdr fit (posterior error) using HBP.

The non-match patterns will be located on the right side of the fdr curve on figure 8-6.
Comparing Figure 8-5 to figure 8-6 we can see that non-match patterns start to appear at about z
= -3.6. Notice the minimum in f(z) (figure 8-5) and abrupt rise in fdr(z) (figure 8-6) at this point.
Moving to the right of z = -3.6, it is clear that fdr grows. Ideally “good” matches appear farther
to the left of z = -3.6 and “bad” matches appear farther to the right. The validation set is fed into
the PCA-SVM process to obtain z-values in order to check for this behavior.
Instead of using fdr, however, the true discovery rate (tdr) can also be used. We in fact
recommend using this in courts. The true discovery rate is defined as following:

Local true discovery rate: 𝑡𝑑𝑟(𝑧) = 𝑃(𝑧) = 1 − 𝑓𝑑𝑟(𝑧)

(equation 8-5)
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Compared to the false discovery rate which is a posterior error probability, the true
discovery rate is how believable it is that two patterns are from the same source given the SVM
classifications. For this reason we also call tdr the “believability”. Figure 8-7 is the match
believability on the validation set. Again, good “matches” appear to the left of z = -3.6 and “bad”
matches appear to the right. Indeed we see this is the case. The white dots are correct
identifications of LEAs, while the red dots are the wrong-IDs. However, the red dots locate in
the low match possibilities, which mean the patterns contributed to these wrong-IDs are unlikely
coming from the same source in the first place. The models created by the algorithms work well
on the validation set.

Figure 8-7. Local tdr fit using HBP from the validation set.

Results and Discussion
After checking the quality of the algorithm’s output with the validation set, the test set
(which is independent of the test, validation sets) is processed by the algorithms. Figure 9-1 is the
result of the match believability. The method again generally performed well according to the
criteria outlined above. That said, some issues arose. There are three red dots which were
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wrongly identified6 by the SVM classifications. Especially the LEA labeled as 12, the SVM
thought it was the LEA labeled as 21 with 98% probability. That’s bad. Therefore, we checked
the profiles of the LEA (12) and the LEA (21) from the dictionary (BM features) to see how
“similar” these two LEAs could be (see figure 9-2 and 9-3). We also calculated the CCF between
these two LEAs (see figure 9-4).

Figure 9-1. Local tdr fit using HBP from the test set.

6

All wrongly IDed patterns on the test set: SVM thought the LEA (5) was LEA (28) with 61%
probability; thought the LEA (12) was LEA (21) with 98% probability; thought the LEA (32)
was the LEA (13) with 23 % probability.
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Figure 9-2. The red profile is the reference LEA 12; the blue profile is the miss-identified as
LEA 21 with 98% possibility (should be LEA 12).
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Figure 9-3. The red profile is the reference LEA 21; the blue profile is the miss-identified as
LEA 21 with 98% possibility (should be LEA 12). Visually they do not look that much alike.

Figure 9-4. (Left) the CCF between the reference LEA 12 and the sample LEA; (Right) the
CCF between the reference LEA 21 and the sample LEA.

From figure 9-2, we can see these two LEAs ID-ed as coming from the same source, they look
somewhat similar. Some peaks match but though many do not.
After obtaining the results from the CCF (see the left diagram in figure 9-4), though there is
a relatively high spike comparing LEA 12 to the high probability missed-ID, which indicates
these two profiles likely a match, the value of the CCF is very low however. In the other hand,
from figure 9-3, shows the result from the SVM. The SVM ID-ed the unknown as having been
generated by LEA 21 (red profile). The unknown LEA is the blue profile in the figure. If we
examine, these two profiles we can see that they do not look alike. When we checked the CCF
(see the right diagram in figure 9-4), the values are pretty low and fairly uniform, so these two
profiles are likely not from the same source. In summary, this badly misidentified test profile
highlights the need to use multiple techniques to confirm an ID. That said, the miss-identification
is not a result of subclass, just a bad model fit. If it were due to subclass we should have seen
much more correspondence between the profiles in figure 9-3.
Conclusions
In this research, 3D surface topography data were collected and analyzed with the statistical
methods. All the process were conducted by the specific algorithms in the R packages. Instead of
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using the traditional 2D images of bullets to do comparisons, here we used 3D data, algorithms,
and quantification to identify the bullets to know how well these algorithms can ID the patterns.
Furthermore, we know that the subclass characteristics exist on the samples we used. They did
not cause a problem in the identification process however.
Most of time we got the right identifications from the algorithms. Three data points were
misidentified in the test set (280 profiles total). A test set LEA which should have been labeled
LEA 12 was labeled as LEA 21 with 98% probability. In order to fix this issue, algorithm
adjustments will likely be needed. Also, the issue could have been due to the fact that we did not
have enough real LEAs from which we could simulate a sufficient training set. Generally we did
note that the real LEAs were not very reproducible. It is suggested to have more bullets fired
from the same barrel before simulating.
Overall however, this quantitative ID technique is powerful and efficient. Moreover, the for
the few miss identifications that did occur in this study, they were not miss-IDed because of
subclass characteristics.
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Appendix
i.
AFTE Theory of Identification as it Relates to Toolmarks7

In 1985, the Criteria for Identification Committee formalized the AFTE Theory of
Identification as it Relates to Toolmarks. The theory articulates three principles that
provide the conceptual basis for comparing toolmarks for the purpose of identifying
them as having a common source.
The three principles of the AFTE Theory of Identification as it Relates to Toolmarks:
1.

The theory of identification as it pertains to toolmarks enables opinions of common
origin to be made when the unique surface contours of two toolmarks are in sufficient
agreement.

2.

This sufficient agreement is related to the significant duplication of random toolmarks
as evidenced by the correspondence of a pattern or combination of patterns of surface
contours. Significance is determined by the comparative examination of two or more
sets of surface contour patterns comprised of individual peaks, ridges, and furrows.
Specifically, the relative height or depth, width, curvature, and spatial relationship of
the individual peaks. Ridges and furrows within one set of surface contours are
defined and compared to the corresponding features in the second set of contours.
Agreement is significant when it exceeds the best agreement demonstrated between
two toolmarks known to have been produced by different tools and is consistent with
agreement demonstrated by toolmarks known to have been produced by the same

7

National Research Council. (2008). Ballistic Imaging (pp. 59-60). Washington, DC: The
National Academies Press. doi: 10.17226/12162
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tool. The statement that sufficient agreement exists between two toolmarks means
that the likelihood another tool could have made the mark can be considered a
practical impossibility.
3.

The current interpretation of individualization/identification is subjective in nature,
founded on scientific principles and based on the examiner’s training and experience.
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ii.

8

Grey levels and standard deviations of sample at different focus positions (Table
A)8

Helmli, F. (2011). Focus Variance Instruments. In: R., Leach (Ed.), Optical Measurement of
Surface Topography (pp. 134)

